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ABSTRACT
Online harassment is a major societal challenge that impacts mul-
tiple communities. Some members of community, like female jour-
nalists and activists, bear significantly higher impacts since their
profession requires easy accessibility, transparency about their iden-
tity, and involves highlighting stories of injustice.Through a multi-
phased qualitative research study involving a focus group and in-
terviews with 27 female journalists and activists, we mapped the
journey of a target who goes through harassment. We applied the
existing PMCR framework, as a way to focus on needs for Preven-
tion, Monitoring, Crisis and Recovery. We focused on Crisis and
Recovery, and designed a tool to satisfy a target’s needs related to
documenting evidence of harassment during the crisis and creating
reports that could be shared with support networks for recovery.
Finally, we discuss users’ feedback to this tool, highlighting needs
for targets as they face the burden and offer recommendations to
future designers and scholars on how to develop tools that can help
targets manage their harassment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models; Empirical studies in HCI; Empirical studies in col-
laborative and social computing; Social media.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2017, two journalists - one in India, and one in Malta - were
found independently murdered after having received repeated on-
line harassment and threats by criminals who were reported by
these journalists [54]. Online harassment is a real issue that has
real world offline implications. Yet, online harassment remains a
notoriouslywidespread threat, rapidly expanding and evolving glob-
ally and across platforms. As Internet adoption and online com-
munities continue to grow, there is an imminent interest in under-
standing how online harassment develops and proliferates. That
has led to us discovering that it can have detrimental impacts to
an individuals’ mental health [66], physical safety [52, 77], gender
equality in journalism [53, 55, 70], and free press [12]. Further, tar-
gets of online harassment often face challenges in responding to
attacks due to social shame, victim blaming, and silencing tactics as
well as reaching the right support resources [34, 35, 44, 67, 73, 81].

Since online harassment has become a pervasive part of digi-
tal life, a growing body of research continues to understand how
different demographic factors like gender, age, and sexual orien-
tation etc. might lead to different forms and levels of harassment
[69]. Research has shown that women, people of color, LGBTQ,
and younger individuals are more likely to be targets of online ha-
rassment [9, 19, 59, 74]. The literature highlights that women often
report experiencing frequent, severe, and sexualized forms of on-
line harassment [16, 34, 46, 58, 62]. Studies have raised concerns
around women’s ability to participate in online public spaces, as
women often reported feeling desensitized to online harassment
and employing strategies to manage access to themselves (e.g. self-
censorship or avoiding interactions online) to combat online ha-
rassment [6, 13, 21, 75, 78]. The public, and sometimes “controver-
sial,” nature of journalists’ profession attribute to high predisposi-
tion to facing online harassment [4, 7, 15, 32, 40, 41].

These trends are further compounded for female journalists [3,
4, 15, 16, 32, 41, 55, 70]. In late 2020, UNESCO and the International
Center for Journalists (ICJ) conducted a global survey about online
violence against women journalist and found that 73% of women
had experienced online harassment; 25 % and 18 % experienced
receiving threats of physical/sexual violence; 20 % being attacked
or abused offline; and 26 % reported negative impacts to mental
health [53]. Further, 38% made themselves less visible online, 30%
self-censored on social media, 20% withdrew from all online in-
teraction, and 18% specifically avoided audience engagement. Fur-
thermore, 11% reported missing work, 4% reported quitting their
jobs, and 2% reported abandoning journalism altogether. In 2016,
10% of women journalists said that they had considered leaving
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the profession out of fear, that agrees with data from other studies
[4, 12]. Defeated and desensitized to online harassment, women
journalists shared that their experiences with severe and frequent
forms of harassment are “a thing we just have to accept.” [32].

While a recent scoping review about online abuse against fe-
male journalists revealed an emerging body of literature that demon-
strated the research community’s growing recognition and interest
in the issue, there exists a research gap in designing and building
tools that can empower targets of online harassment [63]. Simi-
larly, while the community has paved the way to help targets of
harassment in many meaningful ways, from building theoretical
frameworks to help targets of online harassment during modera-
tion processes [60] to building tools that can help them take screen-
shots of one-off harassment [68] with help from admins - a gap still
exists to enable targets of harassment to manage harassment on
social-media platforms at scale, in bulk and without needing sig-
nificant support/access from admins or moderators. In particular,
what if those targets are journalists or activists, like the ones in
Malta or India, who can not turn off their social media accounts to
remain accessible to general public. To address this gap, this work
answers the following research questions:

• How does the trajectory of an online harassment look like
for a journalist/activist? What happens before, during and
after an attack?

• What are the challenges faced by journalists/activists dur-
ing this trajectory and what needs related to documenta-
tion/reporting remain unmet with the current situation?

• Howcanwe design tools tomeet these needs and challenges?

These research questions are addressed in this paper as we walk
the readers through our journey of identifying needs of female
journalists’ and activists’ using focus group and interviews, under-
standing stages of harassment, and giving agency to these targets
to manage their online harassment using a newly designed tool.
Hence the primary contributions of this work includes the follow-
ing:

• Understand what happens before, during, and after an at-
tack on target of harassment

• Highlight needs during the stages of harassment by apply-
ing the PMCR (Prevention, Monitoring, Crisis, and Recov-
ery) theoretical framework [10]

• Present a prototype addressing a key crisis and recovery
need: documenting evidence and reporting harassment

• Recommend design directions for community to explore the
space for managing harassment

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Online harassment
Online harassment is a broad and expansive field, as online harass-
ment takes many forms and definitions [5, 6, 9, 17, 30, 62]. There
is no standard agreed-upon definition of what online harassment
entails [36, 40]. For the purposes of this paper, we refer to online
harassment as using language that is targeted at an individual, by
an individual/group of perpetrators, leading to target’s lesser par-
ticipation in online conversations.

The connection between online and offline harassment has been
studied by examining the connection between cyberbullying and
face-to-face bullying [52], the connection between instances of on-
line speech and offline violence and extremism [77], and the con-
nection between online harassment and physical violence [58].Williams
et al. [77]’s analysis of police crime, census, and Twitter data found
a positive correlation between consumption of racially motivated
hate speech and an increased likelihood to engage in online harass-
ment, as further validated by Sambasivan et al. [58]’s interviews
with 199 women and six NGO staff in south Asia.

Since transition from online to offline harassment has increas-
ingly involved social media, research has shown an invested inter-
est in understanding observed activities and affordances on social
media that perpetuate progression of harassment from the digital
world to the physical world [14, 56, 64, 72]. Additionally, since ex-
periencing harassment online or offline can carry social stigma and
shame, targets of harassment prefer to remain anonymous while
seeking social support and sharing their accounts [2, 49, 51, 58]. So,
privacy and data sharing preferences are important considerations
when designing for targets of harassment [80].

2.2 Journalists’ Experiences, Needs, and
Challenges

Journalists are prone to online harassment as having and main-
taining a social media presence has become a professional expec-
tation in the news media [4, 7, 16, 32, 40, 41, 55]. In a recent survey
conducted by the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 90% of
American journalists described online harassment as the biggest
threat facing journalists today, with women and minority journal-
ists being disproportionately targeted online [4]. A recent study
with more than 30 journalists also shared sentiments that many
online harassment incidents are unreported and they are expected
to independently manage incidents and this was an expected chal-
lenge in their profession [32]. Further, authors found that women
journalists shared more experiences and concerns about their ex-
periences with chronic and escalatory harassment.

This is a widespread issue. In a study involving 75 interviews
with female journalists with experience working in Germany, Tai-
wan, the UK, and the US, participants reported frequently facing
comments that criticized, attacked, marginalized, stereotyped, or
threatened them regarding their gender and sexuality [16]. On-
line harassment targeting women has widespread repercussions
impacting not only their safety and well-being but also their free-
dom of expression and journalistic productivity [12, 53, 55, 70].
Journalists are commonly targets for online harassment, but many
of their needs are under reported. An interview study with 17 jour-
nalists from New York City found that using automated and man-
ual tweet deletion tools was common practice, and one of the main
reasons journalists used these tools was to remove content contain-
ing online harassment from their feeds - however, such tools are
limited in scale, volume and efficacy [57].
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2.3 Need for evidence to manage online
harassment

Despite the commonalities between online and offline harassment,
the nuanced differences have posed challenges to addressing on-
line harassment incidents through legal systems and law enforce-
ment. Technological advances have introduced changes, outpacing
and outgrowing laws. Crimes committed in cyberspace have exten-
sive social, political and economic implications andmay ultimately
challenge traditional criminal laws [31]. Most models of criminal
justice seek to identify and punish offenders. However, these mod-
els break down in online environments, where offenders can hide
behind anonymity and lagging legal systems [8].

According to Heart Mob’s resources for helping targets under-
stand their rights, “The intent of cyberstalking is to cause harm or
fearwhereas the intent of cyber harassment is to annoy or torment”
[11]. In either case, building a case for legal recourse against online
harassment requires evidence and data. While online harassment
can create a trail of data points, strong evidence is needed that re-
quires collecting all these data points about actions and actors in-
volved, validating the veracity of these incidences, and document-
ing and creating these reports that can then be shared with author-
ities to pursue legal recourse or actions on behalf of the targets. As
of now, this task is left upon the targets of harassment, who with
limited technical knowledge, are not always fully equipped to col-
lect all the evidence. Even when such evidence is collected, mostly
in the form of screenshots, it can be easily tempered with [82].

This paper describes designing a tool for targets to create these
reports such that they can be shared by themwith their trusted net-
work, with direct meta-data from social media platforms - making
it harder to temper with, easier to manage than taking screenshots
of a flowing screen where data can scroll up too fast to capture,
and at larger scale and volume. However, our work is not the first
one - many other solutions have also been designed.

2.4 Related Works - Solutions for managing
online harassment

2.4.1 Content Moderation. Online harassment has the capacity to
rapidly develop in scope and severity due to the internet’s inter-
connectedness. Many platforms have implemented content mod-
eration practices to manage the scale of online harassment, which
tend to follow two types of reactive interventions: (1) detecting
problematic content at scale or (2) relying on community mem-
bers to report problematic content and follow community guide-
lines [23, 25, 61]. Common content moderation practices include
training human moderators to review, flag, and remove user gen-
erated content that violates the organizations’ community guide-
lines, such as posts including hate speech or violent threats . An-
other approach is to rely on users in the community to report
problematic content using report buttons and making community
guidelines easily accessible on an interface. However, relying on
humans to moderate content is practically infeasible due to the
high volume of user-generated content online as shown byVanHee
et al. [71]. As the need for efficient content moderation workflows
continues to grow, organizations have adopted automated solu-
tions to facilitate content moderation workflows [23, 45, 60, 61].
For instance, in 2017, Google launched Perspective API, which is a

free and openly available suite of machine learning models for de-
tecting text with a high probability of containing toxicity, insults,
profanity, identity attacks, threats, and sexually explicit language
[24].

2.4.2 Platform enforced strategies. Since online harassment usu-
ally spreads throughout platforms, such as social media sites and
forums, many platforms have not only adopted automated detec-
tion mechanisms aimed at content removal but also enforced poli-
cies and procedures for blocking or suspending accounts associ-
ated with abusive behaviors [47]. Many platforms, like Twitter,
also enable users to block comments or limit access to their con-
tent from selected users [20]. Further, Twitter has implemented
block lists like Block Bot and Block Together to bulk block accounts
from a community-curated or allegorically generated list of prob-
lematic accounts [37]. As arbiters of the digital public sphere, plat-
forms face the difficult task to balance protecting their users from
online harassment and maintain users rights to free speech. Addi-
tionally, a critical challenge for integrating automated techniques
is accounting for subjective human perspectives on what should
be considered inappropriate and worthy of censorship [59] as well
as false positives in detecting abusive content or behaviors [37].

2.4.3 Tools tailored for targets. Research community has also cre-
ated tools that help targets by handling exposure to toxic content.

In collaborationwithHollaback!, an advocacy organization tack-
ling harassment issues, Blackwell et al. [9] collected design feed-
back throughout an iterative design process to build Heartmob,
which is a private online community that provides online harass-
ment targets with real-time support resources, such as witnesses
and tools for intervening during an attack [9]. Blackwell et al. [9]’s
work revealed that online harassment targetswanted support, such
as assistance with documentation and reporting attacks to plat-
forms - which is the focus of our work.

The Haystack Group at MIT Science and Artificial Intelligence
Lab developed Squadbox, a tool designed to help targets manage
online harassment received through email by allowing targets to
organize “squads” of individuals from the targets’ support network
to act asmoderators who can reject, organize, or collaboratively ap-
ply filters to emails that contain harassment [45]. Squadbox heav-
ily focuses on content moderation to address real-time emotional
and safety needs rather than targets’ reporting and documentation
needs.

BlockParty is another application using a pay-for-usemodel that
helps targets experiencing online harassment on Twitter to set fil-
ters that collect filtered content into a “Lockout” folder for review
at their pace [65]. BlockPartywas designed to focus on limiting and
controlling targets’ exposure to online harassment content, which
is a critical and timely need, especially when online harassment at-
tacks tend to proliferate quickly; however, the current application
is not designed to provide other options like documenting and cre-
ating evidence.

Troll-Busters.com is a tool designed to help journalists, by pro-
viding targets with immediate resources for emotional support and
crisis response during an attack [20]. When a target experiences
an attack and shares the URL where the harassment is happening,
a crisis response team inundates the targets’ Twitter stream with
positive and encouraging tweets.While Troll-Busters.comprovides
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a real-time response including emotional and security support, the
tool is not as focused on gathering what went wrong.

Most recently, Unmochon was designed as a tool to help female
targets of online harassment in the global south to capture authen-
ticated screenshots on Facebook

[68]. Unmochon advanced the documentation and reporting pro-
cess for targets as well as uncovered and addressed the unique chal-
lenges around verifying the authenticity of screenshots. However,
actionability of reports generated fromUnmochon rely first, on sig-
nificantly deep relationship between a target and Facebook Admin
- not equally accessible to everyone; second on continued access to
Facebook platform itself - an option not available when access is
compromised. Third, this tool depends upon acceptance of screen-
shots, which as mentioned in the last section can be tempered
with - rendering them not sufficient of an evidence always [82].
Fourth, this assumes that data generated during attack will stay
static and can be taken screenshot of. Targets of harassment fac-
ing large scale attacks are unable to take such screenshots swiftly
enough.

3 METHOD
This work was informed by research done across two phases of
qualitative research and one design phase:

• Exploratory Phase:Thefirst phasewas the exploratory phase
to best understand the landscape and flow of harassment.

• Design Phase : This phase involved converting findings and
user needs from Phase 1 into a tool design that would next
be validated.

• Validation Phase:The third phase involved validatingwhether
our design directionswere indeed reflective of the user needs
and user feedback on further design considerations.

The entire process has been reviewed by internal processes and
guidelines at our organization. Next, we will give further details
about how the data was collected, and analyzed.

3.1 Participants
In total 27 participants were recruited for the focus group (n=9) and
follow-up interviews (n=18). Participants were primarily female
journalists, human rights activists and members of Non Govern-
ment Organizations/Not-For-Profit support networks. For specific
details about each participant, please refer to the Table 1. All par-
ticipants were recruited using convenience and snowball sampling
and we received verbal/written consent for participation.

We conducted a focus group (n=9) with female journalists and
human rights activists affiliated with USAID and American Bar As-
sociation (ABA). The focus group took place at the end of an event
and lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were provided
free lunch and refreshments, as an incentive to participate.

We also conducted interviews (n=18) with a mix of online ha-
rassment targets and their advocates to gather deeper insights about
experiences and challenges in managing online harassment and
to evaluate our prototype for an online harassment manager. Par-
ticipants were provided 30$ for their participation during the Ex-
ploratory Phase, and another 30$ for their participation during the
Validation Phase.

3.2 Exploratory and Validation Phase Analysis
The goal of the focus group and interviews was to understand ex-
periences with online harassment and identify emergent themes to
inform a target’s trajectory through the online harassment cycle.
One of the authors created a research guide including semi struc-
tured questions. The questions included recent harassment experi-
ences; flow of harassment - what happens before, during, and after;
and reasons why targets feel that they were harassed. This work
led to in Fig. 1, described in further details over the next sections.

For both phases, video recordings were transcribed and one of
the authors performed thematic analysis to produce an initial code-
book. For Exploratory phase, codes were organized into three gen-
eral categories: stages of harassment; needs of targets during each
of these stages; and factors behind harassment. We applied an ex-
isting framework [10] which we refer to as the PMCR framework
throughout this paper. We chose this existing framework because
we found that a chronological order of before, during and after
harassment is not sufficient to view the needs distinctly. Instead
needs cut across all stages of harassment: Prevention, Monitoring,
Crisis, and Recovery (see also [10]). We realized that themes cut
across timeline of harassment - there is no single monolithic event
called attack. Targets might be under one attack while recovering
from a past attack or preparing for the next one. So, at a point
of time - a person could be in one or more stages of harassment.
Exploratory phase focus group and interviews yielded a codebook
when the transcripts were analyzed using open coding. This led
to a total of 20 themes and 25 codes, of which 6 codes reappeared
in multiple themes. These findings discussed stages of harassment
(before, during, after), needs of targets during these stages and
the factors behind them. These findings were then classified into
PMCR framework [10]. Findings based on PMCR framework were
then used to inform design of a new prototype.

Similarly for the Validation phase, the prototype was presented
to 18 participants that have been marked as ”interviews” in the
previous section. The users were provided a overview of how the
prototype was imagined to work; and how the data was captured,
saved and could be operated upon. This took about 20 minutes.
Next, participants were asked to think-aloud while trying to docu-
ment/report a harassment episode that they had encountered in
the last year. The task took about 25 - 30 minutes for them to
recount their harassment episode and how they would use the
prototype to find the harassment, document it and complete a re-
port of that harassment episode. These sessions were audio-video
recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using open coding. Overall we
found 9 emerging themes and 21 codes.

Most salient themes are shared in the Exploratory and Valida-
tion Phase Findings section next.

4 EXPLORATORY PHASE FINDINGS
4.1 Trajectory of harassment and challenges

faced by journalists/activists
Analysis revealed that participants’ experiences with online ha-
rassment attacks included a distinct timeline of events typically oc-
curring before, during, and after an attack incidence. Similarly, the
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Table 1: List of Participants

Participation ID Profession Context
Focus Group FG P1 Print Journalist Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language

FG P2 Human Rights Activist Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language
FG P3 Former Journalist/Independent Consultant Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language
FG P4 Print Journalist Female (age 40-50), works in Asia, English as first language
FG P5 Activist Female (age 50+), works in the US, Chinese as first language
FG P6 NGO/NFP Co-ordinator Female (age 50+), works in the US, English as first language
FG P7 Activist Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language
FG P8 NGO/NFP Partner Female (age 50+), works in the US, English as first language
FG P9 NGO/NFP Member Female (age 50+), works in the US, English as first language

Interviews 1 NGO/NFP Start-up Founder, Reporter Female (age 20-30), works in the UK, English as first language
2 TV and Radio Journalist and Reporter Female (age 30-40), works in Colombia, Spanish as first language
3 Print Journalist, Academic Scholar, NGO/NFP Consultant Female (age 30-40), works in France, French as first language
4 Ex-Journalist, now Print Editor Female (age 40-50), works in US, Arabic as first language
5 NGO/NFP Founder and Manager Female (age 50+), works in US, English as first language
6 Print Journalist, Activist, Female (age 30-40), works in Tunisia, Arabic as first language
7 Former Journalist/Independent Consultant Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language
8 Print Journalist, Documentary Producer, Writer Female (age 30-40), works in the Turkey, Turkish as first language
9 NGO/NFP CEO Male (age 40-50), works in the UK, Italian as first language
10 Academic Scholar, Engineer Male (age 20 - 30), works in the US, English as first language
11 NGO/NFP Manager Female (age 50+), works in the US, English as first language
12 NGO/NFP Data Director Female (age 20-30), works in the US, English as first language
13 Journalist and Technologist Male (age 50+), works in South Africa, English as first language
14 Ex-Print Journalist, now web-designer and developer Female (age 50+), works in the US, Italian/Romanian as first language
15 NGO/NFP Senior Researcher Female (age 20-30), works in the US, English/Urdu as first language
16 NGO/NFP Digital Manager Male (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language
17 NGO/NFP Manager Information withheld
18 NGO/NFP Consultant Female (age 30-40), works in the US, English as first language

online harassment perpetrators’ timeline involved a correspond-
ing start, peak, and end of an attack. Sub-sections below detail par-
ticipants’ experiences throughout the stages of an online harass-
ment attack, as shown in Fig. 1.

4.2 Before an Attack
4.2.1 Publishing triggers attacks on journalists/activists.

“Usually what we see when a president or an elected
official singles journalists, their loyal fans reply to
this comment. Obviously, a comment of this elected
official will be the most trending and toxic. Since the
elected official facilitated this trolling in the first place,
that’s why when you see what’s trending.” - P16

Perpetrators’ motivations for harassing journalists online can
be construed from participants’ accounts of journalistic activities
like publishing an article could trigger an attack.The scale of an at-
tack can quickly escalate as a post gains momentum through high
engagement and attention from dissenting individuals and groups.
Perpetrators include trolls and individuals or groups with oppos-
ing political or social views from a journalist or publication. In
some cases, influential figures like political leaders or government
bodies can prompt an attack, since their online posts are often pub-
lic and have a wide reach, as highlighted by P16.

4.2.2 Alone, under-prepared, and bearing the burden to self-protect.

“Most people are totally lost, the average person has
no idea [on what to do without an intermediary sup-
port person].” - FG P3

Despite their general awareness of harassment risks, many par-
ticipants expressed concern and feeling under-prepared for a ha-
rassment crisis due to lacking knowledge of relevant resources and
procedures for handling harassment attacks. The current state of
affairs illustrates how the burden of preparing for and handling
online harassment is placed primarily on at-risk targets and vic-
tims. This sentiment around under preparedness is echoed in the
next section, which captures participants’ experiences during an
attack.

4.3 During an attack
4.3.1 Attacks on targets’ integrity via defamation.

“In relation to a Saudi Arabia story I wrote, some peo-
ple sort of wanted to start this campaign against me
to sort of denounce what I was writing.” - P6

“I was defamed by pro-government media, basically
newspapers that belong to government officials or
the ruling party. It was just like defamation after defama-
tion. Then in addition to that online, there was this
wave of harassment coming from the users. I couldn’t
obviously monitor everything.” - P8
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Figure 1: Stages of Online Harassment: Before, During, and After

Perpetrators often try to discredit their targets. Tactics for dis-
crediting included publicly denouncing journalists’ work, media-
organized defamation, and creating false narratives about journal-
ists, and fabricating images of journalists. Making matters worse,
affordances of online spaces facilitate the emergence and virality
of online harassment, while reduce ability to manage the volume
of the attacks

4.3.2 Who and what can support a crisis response?

“For the Jewish community, there are nationwide es-
tablished security people in different cities. If I re-
ceive a threat, I contact [them].They’re the ones who
often interface with law enforcement, tech compa-
nies, or anyone else. They have a bigger voice [and]
more bandwidth to deal with that more seriously.” -
FG P2

In ideal scenarios, participants were able to work with their
support network such as advocates, activists, community groups,
news etc. Actors in participants’ support networks typically served
as liaisons between the participants and specialists, such as plat-
forms and law (e.g. law enforcement and lawyers), since activists
and community groups have a greater voice and resources to ad-
vocate for participants. As is evident that managing an attack re-
quires documenting and reporting information and resources that
can be easily shared across the targets and their support networks
- such a resource might must exist in a timely fashion for dealing
with the attacks.

4.3.3 Under-prepared for a crisis response.

“There needs to be more education for people to ac-
tually take precautions before the violence.” - FG P6

Several participants pointed out that navigating the right re-
sources at the right time were challenges attributed to a general
under preparedness to deal with online harassment. While some
participants may be equipped with a resource list or support net-
work as a precaution for harassment attacks, not all communities
are well prepared to manage crisis and recovery needs, including
documentation and reporting but also accessing the appropriate
resources at critical times.

4.4 After an attack
4.4.1 Hard to collect evidence against organized attacks.

“There’s this one user on one platform and he’s on an-
other now, and other platforms too…It takes weeks to
get his social media accounts taken down. This per-
son targets multiple people and has doxxed multiple
people, but it’s really hard to document and report it
as an organized effort.” - FG P2

After the peak of online harassment attacks, participants shifted
their focus towards recovering, which involves documenting, re-
porting, and mitigating damages due to online harassment. Much
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of the recovery process continues from the attack peak or starts af-
ter the attack. At this stage, documenting online harassment inci-
dents serves the important purpose of building evidence and cred-
ibility for reporting the attack. Since online harassment could en-
tail complexities like sophisticated coordination or a rapid surge
across various platforms, documenting incidents can be a difficult
and taxing task.

4.4.2 Documentation and reporting to publicly shame the harasser.

“Use media. Post about it, make it very public to help
people understand what’s happening and to discredit
the attackers basically.” - FG P3

Due to challenges in the reporting process, one strategy is for
participants to take matters into their own hands by trying to pub-
licly discredit and/or combat harassment or documenting incidents
on social media. However, this is a strategy that requires actively
engaging with harassment, and perpetrators in a cycle where the
targets have to use the platforms of attack as the venues to fight
back against harassment as well.

4.4.3 Cycle of harassment fatigue.

“We’re seeing fatigue. If somebody wants to use on-
line platforms to target me as an activist, they’re go-
ing to do it and it’s a little tiring to go out with this
little bit of effort that I’m not sure is enough.” - FG P8

As a result, actionability of documentation remains a critical is-
sue due to these shortfalls in current reporting systems that suf-
fer from volumes of reports. Since reporting and recovery systems
depend upon documenting harassment, and can require signifi-
cant efforts , participants often grow de-sensitized to harassment,
which creates a negative feedback loop into a system where online
harassment perpetuates and reports can take time to be resolved
. Multiple participants laughed in agreement to FG P8’s comment
above.

“At any stage of the process, we might totally disen-
gage, get really burned out, and [feel] like ‘I don’t
care anymore. Everybody knows everything about
me. What do I have to hide?’ I don’t know howmany
times I’ve heard that.”- FG P3

These quotes illustrated a collective sentiment towards feeling
fatigued and defeated in managing online harassment. This senti-
ment was also expressed in the before and during stages of the
online harassment timeline. As is evident, the needs of targets of
online harassment vary before, during and after an attack. In the
next section we will discuss the PMCR framework [10], a theoret-
ical framework we applied to classify and categorize these needs.

5 PMCR NEEDS FRAMEWORK
Our analysis revealed that targets of harassment do not think of
harassment as a monolithic event - they think of harassment as
an ongoing event. Needs of targets of harassment cut across multi-
ple parts of harassment trajectory and we found that participants
faced four types of needs regarding online harassment. These four
needs aligned with the existing PMCR framework [10] , which we
summarize below and map to themes from our analysis and the
online harassment timeline from the previous section.

• Prevention: These needs include precautionary measures or
knowledge for an online harassment attack – what should I
do to prepare or in case there is an attack?

• Monitoring:These needs pertain to understanding the activ-
ities and landscape of online harassment – what is happen-
ing? Am I being attacked?

• Crisis: These needs involve the immediate response needed
during an online harassment attack, such as addressing im-
mediate safety/security compromises, finding the right re-
sources, and figuring out how to handle the harassment at-
tack – How do I get this under control? What should I do
now?

• Recovery: These needs are about mitigating the online ha-
rassment impacts – How can I recover from the attack?

The PMCR framework aligned with our analysis on two parts
of participants’ online harassment attack journeys: during and af-
ter. For more details please refer to the Appendix to see the map-
ping between the stages and PMCR. Despite participants’ general
awareness of online harassment risks, participants reported feel-
ing lost and underprepared during and after an attack. Based on
participants’ accounts illustrated through these key themes, it is
evident that participants faced major problems with reaching re-
sources, documenting, and reporting incidence during a crisis and
recovering from them.

As is also evident, participants brought up multiple other needs
too like how does one prepare against an attack ? Or how does
one monitor what is happening ? During the Design Phase and
the rest of the paper, we focused solely on needs related to Crisis
and recovery, and within that documentation and reporting, in par-
ticular, for multiple reasons. First, we wanted to narrow the scope
of the work - so we had to make a choice. Second, we decided to
choose Crisis and Recovery instead of Prevention and Monitoring
because this is a societal problem about human behavior. Prevent-
ing harassment would require educating larger society. Monitor-
ing harassment is a need that has significant security concerns for
targets of harassment. Targets like journalists and activists are un-
der constant surveillance. Designing another opportunity to mon-
itor (even if they were in control of such tool) creates new security
risks. Third, existing literature has shown that documentation and
reporting can help, and is a gap that has clearly been identified
[9, 68]. So, we decided to focus energy on fixing the problem dur-
ing and after it has occurred. Fourth, we have technology today
that can detect toxic behavior after it has occurred and not before
[24]. So, we wanted to design a solution by leveraging such tech-
nologies that exist today and validate those designs.

Within Crisis and Recovery, users reported multiple needs like
finding the right resources, and finding support. We decided to fo-
cus on Documentation and Reporting needs in particular because
unless some tangible artifact exists as evidence - it is incredibly
hard to provide support or fix the problem. This has been shown
to be a gap in the existing design space as well [68]. Hence, rest of
this paper also focuses on one of the key themes: Documentation
and reporting challenges, and associated user needs during and af-
ter an attack. Since documenting and reporting related challenges
are faced during and after harassment (and not before harassment),
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Table 2: This table shows how data from our analysis during and after harassment map to the Prevention, Monitoring, Crisis
and Recovery framework [10]

Needs\Timeline During After
Prevention “It’s not just the one incident, it’s the consola-

tion of different things happening on lots of dif-
ferent platforms.” -FG P5

“It also depends on what else they have going
on in their lives […], but people don’t always
have aspects of their life saved.” -FG P9

Monitoring “When a journalist is trending, it’s probably
because [they’re] being harassed or because
something happened with a piece they pub-
lished or [something] they did on TV or radio.”
- P2

“[There are unique challenges consolidating re-
ports] to understand that’s a possible coordi-
nated effort and not just individual users [at-
tacking].” -FG P2

Crisis “It’s common practice [for perpetrators] to in-
timidate you by shutting windows or moving
stuff around to freak you out. [After happening,
I went to] Apple to secure my devices.” -FG P9

“Usemedia. Post about it, make it very public to
help people understand what’s happening and
to discredit the attackers basically.” -FG P3

Recovery “If they truly feel like their life is being threat-
ened, some [support organization] will walk
and talk me through what my options are. For
me, my go-to will always be to be in touch with
someone who can start the process.” -FG P7

“It took me a little over a year to go through
the reports and what not. It’s a broken system
where you don’t do anything about it, because
it’s not worth my time.” -FG P4

we share some exemplary quotes mapped to PMCR needs during
and after harassment in the Table 2

In the next section, we will unpack how these challenges and
user needs informed the Design phase, followed by design of a tool
that meets these needs.

6 DESIGN PHASE - UNDERSTANDING
DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING
CHALLENGES

In this section, we will share specific data from Exploratory phase
that has been used to inform our design process and the tool, pre-
sented in the next section.

6.1 Taking screenshots is important to
document and report harassment
“ Screenshots are always needed because you [need]
evidence in case that account or that comment was
suspended. Let’s say when I’m writing about a cam-
paign from a news website, we prefer to do a screen-
shot instead of linking directly to the news website,
because that article could be taken down [and] we
don’t want to give those people page views. So I think
screenshots are really useful. ” - P6

The interviews provided details that further validated the docu-
mentation and reporting challenges described in the focus groups.
Documentation and reporting work in tandem to build credibility
that the target experienced online harassment. Taking screenshots
is a common form of gathering evidence about an attack. The ev-
idence is used to support the target’s reports to platforms or law
enforcement. Screenshots often are also starting places for investi-
gating who the perpetrators are, and what could be their potential
motivations or sponsors?

6.2 Content can be deleted, despite screenshots
“A lot of the trolls would write nasty things and then
they would delete it a day later or something. So it’s
difficult sometimes to track. Sometimes they delete,
and I don’t knowwho deleted it. If I see a really nasty
comment, even if it’s not addressed to me, I will re-
port it myself. Then I’m like, “Did I imagine that?” So
it’s something that I think about, and it creates this
unsafe environment emotionally for journalists.” - P4

Online content is relatively easy to delete or be removed. Fur-
ther complicating matters, perpetrators’ posts or comments con-
taining online harassment can be deleted for many reasons: the
perpetrator who wrote the post or comment deleted it, a bystander
reported the perpetrators’ account or content, the platform auto-
matically flagged the perpetrators’ account or content, or the tar-
get reported or removed the perpetrators’ content.

The reason for content being deleted or removed online is of-
ten unclear, as content removals are not often well documented.
For instance, reported content and content moderator’s decisions
lack transparency. When content is no longer available online due
to deletion, accessing it as a piece of evidence to build a case is
challenging. Some journalists and activists even pointed to such
deletions leading to self-doubts about validating the existence of
attacks.

6.3 Legal processes and data policies make it
harder to gather deleted content
“In the U.K., we’ve got GDPR, so it means that plat-
forms can only hold that data for a certain amount
of days. If you [want] to go to law enforcement, and
they work quite slowly, you need proof from plat-
forms to say that the comments you’ve pulled in your
report are true and it’s from the platform.Maybe there
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needs to be something aroundmaking it easy for a re-
quest of the data from the platform to be made.” - P1

Online harassment is incredibly difficult to document and re-
port, due to data retention policies and procedures to build a legal
case. Targets are tasked with the burden of proof. Building a legal
case could require proving negative psychological impact and the
existence of a real threat to the target, as described in P1’s quote.
An added nuance to proving online harassment is that the proof
is expected to be documented. However accessing data can be dif-
ficult due to data retention policies like GDPR or as mentioned in
the previous subsection, content can be easily deleted or removed.
Further, how the proof is presented impacts the sensemaking pro-
cesses of intelligence analysts that wish to provide support but are
drowning under significant amount of data [28, 29] and their own
cognitive biases [26, 27].

6.4 Crisis response requires timely and human
support from support networks
“You’re crying in front of your laptop, and you know
what I want? I would like to get access to resources,
external resources, third parties or [online] resources.
Or advice like a security checkup to protect yourself
better. Or [reassurance], ”Okay, it’s not a happy mo-
ment, but we’re going to help you to end all this.” -
P3

Participants also emphasized the need for emotional support
while dealing with an online harassment attack. Overall, the in-
terview sentiment reiterated the sentiment that participants’ expe-
riences in dealing with online harassment are often overwhelming,
confusing, and exhausting, especially when online harassment can
trigger emotional and psychological distress as well as pose phys-
ical safety and security risks. In addition to practical support re-
sources, participants expressed the need for human support and
reassurance to guide them through the difficult experience.

6.5 In-house/employer based support network
is inequitable

The prevalence of online harassment targeting journalists estab-
lished a need for crisis response surveillance and resources for
navigating threats and attacks. While large and established me-
dia organizations are most likely to have the resources and pro-
cedures in place to support their staffed journalists throughout at-
tacks, smallermedia and non-profit humanitarian organizations do
not face the same reality.

After having identified the particular challenges related to doc-
umentation and reporting, our next step was to identify how do
we design to satisfy some or all of these challenges. We distilled
these findings into 5 Design Goals (referred to as DG 1 to 5 in the
next section) by connecting each of these goals with one ormore of
the challenges highlighted above. We postulate that these are just
some of the potential ways in which the challenges above could be
met based on our brainstorming. We would encourage the readers
to explore further options and evaluate them.

7 DESIGNING FOR DOCUMENTATION AND
REPORTING CHALLENGES

As highlighted in the previous section, journalists/activists face
particular challenges when documenting and reporting their ha-
rassment. While screenshots of harassment seems to be the most
widely used way to document harassment, they pointed to screen-
shots not being useful anymore when the content gets deleted,
which reportedly happens often. After deletion, there is no way
to validate or verify the screenshots anymore either because the
content can only be accessed by connecting directly to the back-
end of the platform - an opportunity that does not exist for most
of the journalists/activists. Based on the findings in the previous
section, we identified the following design goals:

(1) DG1. Privacy Considerations: One of the privacy concerns
that a design should manage is related to who can access
what data ? Only the target should be able to access the
tool, and see only their own data. Tool should not be used
as a mechanism to attack others. This is table-stakes for any
design as highlighted by previous literature we references
about harassment carrying social stigma and shame, leading
to targets of harassment preferring to remain anonymous
while seeking social support and sharing their accounts [2,
49, 51, 58, 80].

(2) DG2. Data Validity: To overcome challenges related to va-
lidity, a tool should connect directly with the back-end of
platforms for validating data even if the data is deleted after
wards. (Based on Section 6.2 and 6.3)

(3) DG3. Data Analysis: Users should be able to choose/find par-
ticular information related to harassment across multiple di-
mensions. (Based on Section 6.3)

(4) DG4. Manage Volume: Users should be able to manage the
results volume to easily create evidence in the middle of an
ongoing volley of attack. (Based on Section 6.1 and 6.5)

(5) DG5. Share with Support Network: Users should be able to
easily share gathered evidence with their support network
for further help. (Based on Section 6.4)

To instantiate these design goals, we designed a research pro-
totype tool, as shown in Figure 2, 3,4,5 and 6. Additional pictures
are available in the appendix. The prototype has the following fea-
tures:

(1) Sign-in directly with the Platforms: Users are required to
log-in by authenticating via the platform directly, and then
can only view their own data. They can not use this tool,
hence, to harass someone else. This should satisfy DG1.

(2) Aggregate Data from Platform: The designed tool connects
with the social media platform’s APIs and gathersmeta-data
about comments (author, date/time, location, hashtags etc.)
to ensure the validity of the data is maintained at the time of
fetching the data.Through the API the tool initially fetches a
pre-determined set of data (last 99 comments has been hard
set arbitrarily to provide data worth 11 view-ports of 9 com-
ments each) to get the user started when they log-in. This
way users can view what has been happening recently in
their feed. Users can continue to fetch more data as they
infinitely scroll down the screen, in bursts of 27 comments
with each new fetch. The data is supposed to not be stored
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Figure 2: Homepage where a person can view all the com-
ments that have been captured via connection with the back-
end and the API

Figure 3:Homepagewhere a person can choose to filter based
on dates, including certain keywords/hashtags/usernames
etc.

Figure 4: Aggregating Comments/Data from Platforms and
using Filters to include/exclude data to manage volume

Figure 5: Adding aggregated data to a Report that can be
downloaded or shared with support network

permanently - but only kept in the cache while the user en-
gages with the prototype to reduce any extra copies of the
data. The cache is cleared when the user exits the prototype.
One of the limitations of this approach is that if a user gen-
erated content has been deleted either by the platform or
one of the users - a subsequent fetch will not be able to get
that data. However, if the content has been removed after
adding it to a Report or the fetch itself, then the deletion
is inconsequential as the meta-data and the data itself has
already been captured into a tangible artifact. This satisfies
DG2 partially.

(3) Filters: To satisfy DG3, the prototype enables performing
retrospective analysis as well as real-time analysis for ev-
idence collection based on filters like keywords, hashtags,
names of users, and dates. As the users create new requests
using these filters - the data shown on the screen changes
based on the selected filters. These filters are applied to data
that has already been fetched - except for the dates filter.
Setting the dates filter fetches new data.

(4) View-Restrictions: The prototype has additional filters that
helps one to ignore certain data (eg. from trusted commenters,
or with certain keywords) to reduce volume of data to ana-
lyze, in line with DG4.
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Figure 6: Last page giving an opportunity to share the report with the support network

(5) Shareable Reports: One can document the harassment by
selecting one or more objectionable comments into reports
and then share them in multiple ways via email, as a PDF
or via social media to ensure further help is available, as
expected from DG5.

The prototype was a medium-fidelity prototype created in In-
Vision where different screens were mocked and could be clicked
upon. Clicking on different pieces of the screen would enable the
users to interact with the interactive elements listed above. For
each user, we captured the last 99 comments prior to the session
and mocked them into the screens where they can view latest com-
ments. All the comments could be clicked to be added to a re-
port. We also gathered particular comments from a recent harass-
ment episode for each of the user, and these could be accessed by
selecting from pre-determined dates and filter values so that the
users could see how their harassment related commentsmight look
like from a particular time or context. The users were provided a
overview of how the prototype was imagined to work; and how
the data was captured, saved and could be operated upon.

In the next section, we will discuss feedback from users when
they were asked to use the tool to retrospectively analyze a harass-
ment they had faced and think aloud as they used the tool.

8 VALIDATION PHASE FINDINGS
To test how well this prototype met user needs and expectations,
we invited the 18 participants from the previous phase, encour-
aged them to use the tool and think aloud as they tried to document
and report an ongoing harassment or a harassment that theymight
have faced over the last year.The entire sessionwas video recorded,
after receiving participants’ informed consent. They were advised
that they can stop the session at any point of time, if/when it be-
came mentally exhausting to look at the data or otherwise, or sim-
ply leave. The recording was transcribed, coded, and themes were
analyzed. Our findings are shared below

8.1 Perceived utility
8.1.1 Aggregating data for documentation.

”Being able to sort of easily aggregate it all at once
without having to screenshot, save, screenshot, save,
all that kind of stuff, would be compelling. [Also] to
be able to track it over time. I assume even if this stuff
is pulled off of the platform because it’s reported and
seen as toxic, that this system would keep it.” -P5

Participants thought that one of the main benefits of the proto-
type tool was the ability to aggregate data to document online ha-
rassment attacks. As described previously, participants facedmany
documentation and reporting challenges. This included gathering
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data to service as evidence to build a case.This has also been shown
to be a gap in existing patchwork of literature and existing tools, as
referenced in the literature about how evidence is needed by law
to act. Further, participants mentioned that screenshots were com-
monly used to document attacks; however, capturing and keeping
track of screenshots can become a difficult task as an attack quickly
spirals, as described by P5 above. One of the participants, P11, fur-
ther elaborated on how taking screenshots is not something people
can always do or remember. If you do not to take a screenshot (for
whatever reasons) and then the content is deleted - evidence is lost
forever. So, the utility of screenshots is mediated by remembering
and then acting to take a screenshot above - assuming that the pile
on is not happening actively where it is hard to take a screenshot
every second, as mentioned by P5 above.

8.1.2 Building a report - solving need for evidence .

“That’s actually part of the reason you need a tool like
this. Because if you’re successfully reporting, you lose
the evidence that it happened to you, if you didn’t
take a screenshot….Most of the journalists would ben-
efit enormously, if they could show that there are
things thatwere coordinated, but theywould still ben-
efit a great deal from being able to have one place to
go that has a big stack of all the stuff that they’re get-
ting, to be able to print that, and show it to police, or
to management, or to colleagues.” - P11

Documenting data regarding an online harassment attack is a
critical part of building a case to report to platforms or law enforce-
ment. One of the major documenting and reporting challenges is
the burden of proof, which involves presenting evidence and craft-
ing a narrative about an attack. One of the participants, P2, shared
her recent experience in winning her case with the support from
her lawyer to build a case based on the argument that attacking
a journalist’s credibility violates her right to free speech as a jour-
nalist. Online harassment attacks can be complex when they co-
ordinated, as mentioned in previous literature about how female
journalists suffer from coordinated attacks or how they may de-
velop across platforms. P11 described the added benefit provided
by the tools ability to consolidate data to provide evidence that an
attack was coordinated.

8.1.3 Muting/Blocking can not replace need to document and re-
port.

“This is the problem with muting. I caution people
aboutmuting, because if they don’t see a death threat,
yes, that protects their mental health, but they don’t
know if someone just threatened to kill them, which
is a really big problem.” - P11

Although many tools to block/mute other people have been de-
signed previously, P11 pointed out that there are dangers to de-
pending on a tool heavily, as one might be caught unaware about
potential risks. This points to an existing gap in the design space
that this research prototype fills and acts as another option for tar-
gets of harassment to manage their harassment.There are pros and
cons to different options and it should be left upon the users to de-
cide how to judiciously use different tools.

8.2 Future Design Considerations
Besides discussing the utility of the prototype, participants also
reflected on what other needs remain unmet.

8.2.1 Adding context to report.

“An individual might receive hundreds of potentially
thousands comments, but if they’re not going to give
context when it goes to platform, someone sitting in
San Francisco is not gonna understand when some-
one’s denigrating someone in Hausa. So you’ll need
to be able to highlight the specific insult. Something
that’s not offensive in the U.S. can be very offensive
somewhere else” - P13

The prototype did not include a feature for adding notes to re-
ports that are generated using the tool. Participants expressed in-
terest in this feature, as current reporting mechanisms have lim-
ited opportunities to add important context to support online ha-
rassment reports. For instance, P13 pointed out that language and
cultural context about an attack can be lost if content moderators
had received US-centric training. This is further important for pro-
viding context to showing how this one particular incident is not
a one-off incident but a pattern of continued harassment.

8.2.2 Managing well-being while managing harassment.

“I’ve read online harassment about myself that I can-
not forget. I can’t unsee it or unhear it or unread it.
Do you know what I mean? That’s not something I
wish to do tomyself again…Iwant all the information
there, but there’s a piece of me that also just wants
this content blurred on the screen unless you scroll
over it or click on it, you know I mean, unless you do
something” - P5

Experiencing online harassment can be traumatic and stressful.
Despite the advantages of consolidating and documenting an at-
tack, the process of building a case typically involves reviewing the
toxic content. For this reason, viewing the content from our harass-
ment manager could be overwhelming and trigger anxiety. Partic-
ipants shared design suggestions to alleviate potential emotional
burdens that could be triggered from being exposed to online ha-
rassment content. A few participants suggested blurring the online
harassment content. Several participants also suggested adding a
pop up message as an additional buffer to warn and mentally pre-
pare them to face the online harassment content. One of the other
ways could be finding some one else to help support.

8.2.3 TradeOffswith Blocking/Muting whenmanaging harassment.

“You don’t also want to live in a bubble, and cen-
sor anything that’s considered criticism. Because as
a journalist, it’s important to kind of know what peo-
ple are saying. And people are gonna say things that
is maybe not flattering all the time. But it could be
a valid, true critique. So I don’t want to, like, mute
or delete, or kind of block every account that criti-
cizes me, because sometimes they have a point. And
I don’t want to live in a world where everyone is just
positive. That’s very dangerous, information wise.” -
P4
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Deciding whether or not to view toxic content includes many
trade-offs. While participants shared emotional and traumatic re-
sponses to viewing the contents of an online harassment attack,
participants also acknowledged that choosing not to view or mute
all toxic contents risks can trap them in a filter bubble or miss a
real threat.

8.2.4 Managing harassment across multiple platforms.

“I think that’s another thing too that harassment comes
from different sides. It’s coming from phones, text
messages, email, a variety of social media platforms.
It’s sometimes coming from the news media itself,
who might be kind of like aggrandizing particular
things or parroting you.” - P7

The interviews revealed that online harassment attacks can oc-
cur across several platforms and channels. Several participants de-
scribed receiving harassment through various avenues: social me-
dia platforms, texts, emails, and comment sections under articles
and content on publisher sites. Cross-platform online harassment
can transpire quickly within short or slowly throughout longer
time spans. For instance, online harassment attacks can achieve
virality, as journalists’ articles or posts published online gain trac-
tion and engagement. For instance, P7’s journalistic activities and
controversial affiliation with a media publication sparked a series
of online harassment on a platform, in comment sections where
her articles were published, and a media outlet’s video channel.
Cross-platform harassment adds complexities to challenges in un-
derstanding, documenting, and reporting attacks because now the
targets needs to cross-examine across multiple surfaces with differ-
ential levels of access, and support without having sophisticated
data science tools.

9 DISCUSSION
Our results indicate the reality of under-prepared journalists and
activists managing crisis of attack and trying to recover from these
attacks alone with limited success owing to the large scale of such
attacks, and lack of appropriate tools. While multiple tools have
been designed that enable one to filter content (Blockparty [65]) or
block/mute content (features provided by platforms), participants
have shown that such temporary fixes can have large scale reper-
cussions where one might miss out life threatening threats - a real-
ity that does happen to journalists from India and Malta [55]. Sim-
ilarly, while tools that provide real-time support through access
to resources (Hollaback [9], SquadBox [45]) or emotional support
by sending positive vibes (Troll-Busters [20]) are incredibly useful,
our participants do need additional support in real-time to gather
evidence. Recent tools like Unmochon [68] are an example of ser-
vicing this need using screenshots - however, screenshots based
on protracted relationships with admins on Facebook groups are
not equitably accessible to all, and might not work for those under
high velocity attacks where taking screenshots is impossible. We
found that we need to move to an approach that continues to em-
power journalists/activists to document and create reports of their
harassment - while focusing on privacy considerations, capturing
valid data, enabling analysis without sophisticated tools, managing
volume by filtering out the non-relevant, and creating shareable

artefacts like reports that can be actioned upon. We identify op-
portunities to further expand HCI’s role as the ”friend” of targets
of harassment and its commitment to designing to make a societal
difference.

While our work has focused on journalists and activists, we be-
lieve that through such designs HCI can be generalized to enabling
targets of harassment that belong to other groups and minorities
too. Folks like teachers and county clerks, as shown in works by
Woodruff [79], also feel disempowered in managing their reputa-
tion online and have shown to have a desire to fix this societal
problem Kuzminykh and Lank [38]. Such folks who receive harass-
ment online and have limited opportunities enact upon them to fix
this problem have similar needs to be able to document the incom-
ing harassment, create reports about them and then share these
reports with people who are more powerful or better resourced to
help the targets of harassment.

9.1 PMCR Framework and drawing attention
to PM vs. CR needs

The chronological and PMCR framework based analysis revealed
that needs of targets of harassment were not limited to a single
stage in a targets’ harassment trajectory, as participants referenced
several PMCR needs that spanned across the chronological life cy-
cle of an online harassment attack. Viewing from the perspective
of PMCR [10] - we have shown the value of applying this exist-
ing framework that can be used to understand and classify user
needs based on the complex trajectories of harassment as opposed
to a simplistic chronological trajectory of before, during and af-
ter harassment. We believe that this is a contribution, providing
an example for designers of applying the PMCR framework to dig
deeper and explore the design space for P, M, C, R, and at the in-
tersections of these needs as well. In this paper we focused on the
intersection of CR. Hence much more needs to be done still.

Currently, there is a heavy focus on fulfilling targets’ PMCR
needs through scaling content moderation using automated tech-
niques. Our literature review shows that many technical solutions
are centered around scaling automated content moderation efforts
that are implemented at the platform level [37, 47, 59]. Platforms
have employed content moderation strategies that are geared to-
wards prevention and monitoring needs, by preventing the most
toxic forms of content from being published online and surveilling
potential threats by using automated detection techniques. While
there have been great advances in automated detection strategies,
executing text-based machine learning and natural language pro-
cessing techniques at scale has limitations due to challenges ac-
cessing and creating robust training datasets that capture nuances
in context, tone, and cultures [37, 59]. Since targets’ crisis and re-
covery needs aremainly addressed through reportingmechanisms,
like when a target or user reports a post as inappropriate, an im-
mense burden is shifted onto targets across all the stages of ha-
rassment. The presented prototype, albeit provides a streamlined
process, still lays burden of management of harassment on the tar-
gets. This is the first step in the wide design space and we point
to a new research direction where we should consider focusing on
automated help during crisis and recovery, and not just prevention
or monitoring stages of harassment. This research direction needs
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to explore privacy concerns across PMCR, and how well current
AI tools may really perform ? Similarly, policy makers now have
an opportunity to decide if the onus of this emotional and physi-
cal labor should fall upon the targets during CR or the platforms
during PM.

There is an even wider space on how to help every Internet
user and not just journalists and activists to navigate harassment
lobbied at them actively or passively as they generate and con-
sume content online. This includes design spaces within Preven-
tion/Monitoring like identifying that they are under attack, orwhat
an attack even means/constitutes ? Since journalists/activists have
been under attack for so long, they have started to learn answers
to these questions. But, those of us who are lesser experienced - we
need even more resources to learn and design about this space.

9.2 Drawing attention to designing for mental
well-being

Despite being able to use a tool to document and report harass-
ment, participants in this research showed that this is an incred-
ibly hard space to design for. This is a global issue that multiple
researchers are already working on in many different ways, like
building tools [4, 39, 42, 45, 48, 50, 76]; understanding cyberstalk-
ing [1, 22], cyber bullying [71], incivility [18] and improving con-
tent moderation [24, 61] and highlighting impact of Russian trolls
on harassment [33]. However, limited work is happening to push
this direction further, as shown by Sultana et al. [68] who reiter-
ated the significance in considering methods for authenticating
documented evidence for online harassment attacks. We take in-
spiration from this previous work and contribute to opening up
multiple new research and design directions for designers and re-
searchers of online harassment design space to consider themental
well-being of the targets deeply as they are mostly under prepared,
and alone while trying to deal with attacks for doing their profes-
sion. Another direction is how do we reduce this loneliness that
haunts the targets, by helping them find support networks - espe-
cially when they need them the most! These support networks can
be friends, family members, NGO/NFPs, law enforcement, lawyers,
platforms, etc. Further, how can we empower this support network
directly to reduce this burden on the targets of harassment and
protect their well-being ? Members of these support networks can
also benefit from tools that can help them make sense of this data
[28, 29] to create unbiased evidence [26, 27] . These directions are
in conjunction with the four design goals that we used to guide
our design: Privacy Considerations about who can access a target’s
data, supporting Data Validity of the evidence collected, enabling
Data-Analysis by targets without sophisticated tools, providing
support to Manage Volume of harassment, and creating artifacts
that can be Shared with Support Networks.

9.3 Inaction is not neutral - it is a societal risk
Participants shared that being able to document online harassment
incidents validates their experiences and provides a sense of re-
lief that the evidence exists, especially as content online is eas-
ily deleted. Facilitating data aggregation allows targets to docu-
ment an online harassment attack while minimizing the emotional
and laborious burden of collecting evidence and cleaning up the

aftermath, as journalists often delete content containing online
harassment from their social media accounts [57]. As platforms,
researchers, and advocacy organizations have invested in build-
ing tools to combat online harassment [9, 20, 24, 39, 43, 45, 65,
68], targets of online harassment have also practiced self-driven
strategies, mostly involving avoidance and self-censorship on so-
cial media, to minimize exposure to online harassment and its asso-
ciated threats [4, 32, 53]. UNESCO and ICJ’s global survey revealed
that women reported the following as common self-driven strate-
gies: making themselves less public online, self-censoring on social
media, withdrawing from all online interactions, avoiding engage-
ment with their audience [53]. Discussions throughout our study
also frequently mentioned that participants have avoided and self-
censored on social media after experiencing severe online harass-
ment attacks out of fear and as safety precautions. If, we as a com-
munity and larger society do not prioritize these research direc-
tions further, we stand risk of loosing voices of many people online
- especially those who belong to minority groups and further have
chosen to spend their time investigating facts and sharing them
widely, like the ones from Malta and India. This space needs more
resources, from technology perspective to manage the volume of
harassment, communication perspective on how to encourage con-
ducive online conversations, and humanistic perspective to high-
light that this is a societal challenge.This is a challenge not just for
the journalists and activists but pretty much anyone who can be
made a target.

10 LIMITATIONS
Our work had several limitations. First, convenience and snowball
sampling was used to recruit participants for the focus group and
interviews, so the participants were found through the researchers’
first and second degree connections, which contributed to minor
sampling biases. Most of the participants were located in the US.
Additionally, the same group of participants were included in the
phase one and three interviews to work around recruitment chal-
lenges and save time for building trust and repertoire in discus-
sions that could involve sensitive and traumatic online harassment
experiences. Second, we focused the scope on a small part of on-
line harassment and the problem space is much larger. Third, this
work primarily focused on mixed-methods qualitative research of
focus group and interviews. Future work should consider alterna-
tive approaches to understand this space further.

11 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conducted focus groups and interviews to learn
about female journalists’ experiences with online harassment and
gathered feedback on a prototype of a tool that facilitates docu-
mentation and reporting online harassment attacks on social me-
dia platforms. Based on our findings, we applied the PMCR frame-
work [10] as a way of categorizing key types of needs through-
out the different stages of online harassment, showing that targets
need help to Prevent, Monitor, manage a Crisis, and Recover from
crisis. As existing technical solutions focus heavily on prevention
and monitoring using machine learning and content moderation
practice, we designed a prototype focusing on crisis and recovery
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needs, specifically documentation and reporting. Tackling docu-
mentation and reporting challenges is an important effort for em-
powering female journalists and their support networks to address
online harassment attacks and to progress towards equity in the
digital public sphere.
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Need Types [10] Themes Timeline

Prevention ● Harassment risks - it’s all part of the job

● Awareness of online harassment complexities

● Self-driven preventative security measures

Before

● Navigating imminent threats

● It’s hard to reach the right resource at the right time

● Underprepared for a crisis response

During

● Documentation and reporting Challenges During,

After

Monitoring ● Harassment risks - it’s all part of the job

● Awareness of online harassment complexities

● Self-driven preventative security measures

Before

● Navigating imminent threats During

● Documentation and reporting challenges During,

After

Crisis ● Navigating imminent threats

● Who and what can support a crisis response?

● It’s hard to reach the right resources at the right time

● Underprepared for a crisis response

During

● Documentation and reporting challenges During,

After

Recovery ● Navigating imminent threats During

● Documentation and reporting challenges

● Cycle of harassment fatigue

During,

After
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